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Abstract: Wavelet transformation has been widely used in geophysical and geochemical exploration,
and the fractal feature of wavelet coefficients has recently stood out from many wavelet threshold
methods. We introduced the wavelet–fractal method to analyze the polarizability and resistivity
of graphite deposits. Due to the unique nature of graphite-bearing gneiss, characterized by high
polarizability and low resistivity, we concluded that the polarizability background mode is better
suited to depict the morphology of the graphite-bearing formation, with the resistivity background
mode serving as complementary information for verification. Symlets5 is regarded as the optimal
mother wavelet to indicate the characteristics of graphite ore by means of comparison and analysis.
The polarizability anomalies showed two different linear forms: the direction of the measuring line
and the strike of the ore bodies. According to the data of drill holes on the profile, we inferred that
the high values of the anomaly mode can be used to delineate the target area where the graphite
is enriched. Combining the application of both modes, we used the wavelet–fractal method for
the quantitative prediction and effective selection of a potential area with a high grade. The ap-
proach used in this current study can be extended to the prospecting of other graphite deposits
or sedimentary–metamorphic deposits containing conductive minerals, where geochemical and
geophysical data are available.

Keywords: anomaly; background; graphite; polarizability; resistivity; wavelet–fractal method

1. Introduction

In digital signal processing, the conventional denoising algorithms would lose some
useful information when eliminating noise [1]. In order to address this dilemma, Mallat
developed the wavelet technique to approach anomaly–background separation in geophys-
ical data processing [2]. The wavelet analysis represents the signal’s characteristics, both
in the time domain and the frequency domain, which means that the noise signal and the
active signal can have excellent access on a different frequency [3]. At present, wavelet
analysis has been widely used in many scientific fields such as biology, imaging, the envi-
ronment and earth science [4–7]. In the field of geoscience, geophysical and geochemical
data reflect various geological processes and products including targeting and noises in
mineral exploration [8]. Wavelet analysis is an advanced data analysis tool, obtaining
remarkable results in denoising seismic signals and identifying geothermal targets [9,10],
as well as in the magnetic and transient electromagnetic [11,12] fields, gravity and ground-
penetrating radar data analysis [13,14], geochemical information recognition [8,15], and
so on [16,17]. However, the separation of anomalies from background levels, including
noises, is a necessary and significant process. Donoho et al. [18] proposed a procedure
named WaveShrink to suppress noise by thresholding the empirical wavelet coefficients,
and Coifman et al. [19] developed the translation invariant single wavelet denoising to
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improve the procedure. Bruce provided formulas to compute the variance and bias for
WaveShrink [20]. On this basis, a large number of threshold denoising algorithms have
been studied; for example, Tao wrote a new threshold function to take the threshold [21],
Cui et al. [22] used a threshold estimator with exponential parameters for selecting the
threshold, Kumlu removed clutter by using sub-space [23], and so on [24]. Chen and Cheng
confirmed that the cumulative (frequency) number of the wavelet coefficient conforms to a
power–law relationship and utilized the Wavelet-Number (W-N) model to quantitatively
determine the best threshold value for the separation of geophysical and geochemical
anomalies [8]. The W-N model is currently the most widely and recognized method for
threshold selection [25,26].

Because the graphite vein has stronger electrical conductivity than the surrounding
rocks, the induced polarization method has an obvious effect on graphite deposits. Thus,
high polarizability and low resistivity can be used as an important indicator in the ex-
ploration of graphite deposits [27]. Polarizability data can show the differences of the
electrical conductivity in rocks, such as the difference of the element’s abundance in the
soil, which suggests that abnormal information of the polarizability data can be extracted
by the wavelet technique. At present, there are rare studies using the wavelet technique to
study the polarizability and resistivity; Han’s research determined that wavelet analysis
can effectively suppress local interference and smooth the polarizability and resistivity
curves. Additionally, wavelet transform can ensure that the shape and spatial distribution
of anomalies are clear and reach a high fidelity [28]. Therefore, the W-N method is intro-
duced into the induced polarization (IP) method to analyze the polarization and resistivity
in this research, in order to solve the qualitative method which only uses the contour map
of polarization and resistivity to identify the ore-causing anomalies.

With the development of wavelet theory, many wavelets have been developed to meet
different fields, and all wavelets are defined by various mathematical equations which
indicate their specific shape, amplitude, wavelength, and frequency. Wavelet transform was
mainly divided into continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) [29]. The CWT is suitable for the analysis of stationary data with a large amount of
computation, whereas the DWT only analyzes the orthogonal values of exponential series
form to transform and reverse the original signal, which greatly reduces the amount of
operations, and its orthogonal values have a physical significance [30]. In general, each
wavelet has a different form and function. Goyal et al. [31] applied the Poisson wavelet
transform to analyze gravity and magnetic data; the results offered a possibility for pri-
mary information of sub-basaltic sediment thickness. According to Zhang’s theory and
experiment, Bior2.4 has been determined to be the optimal mother wavelet for seismic
signal denoising [32]. Pourgholam used Symlets8 to analysis Zn and Pb samples, and
the result showed in connection with drilling exploration [25]. Torshizian et al. [26] com-
pared the Daubechies2 and Morlet wavelets and determined that the Morlet is better than
the Daubichies2. By comparing the analysis results of different wavelets, some scholars
concluded that Daubechies4 has a better processing effect on electrical noise in well log-
ging [33,34]. Therefore, it is important to note that the selection and optimization of a
mother wavelet are different based on different target characteristics. Symlets (Sym) is a
compact support and symmetric orthogonal wavelet, which reduces the phase distortion
during signal analysis and reconstruction [25]. As the scaling of the wavelet increases,
more computing time is needed, and more wavelet coefficients with high amplitudes are
generated. If the scaling is short and the vanishing moment is low, the signal energy is not
powerful; therefore, most applications of wavelets with the vanishing moments are between
five and eight [35]. Thus, we selected Sym5–Sym8 to deduce which mother wavelet is
better suited to anomaly extraction from the IP method in this research.

2. Geological Setting

The Xinrong graphite ore belt of Datong is approximately 23km in length, in a NE–SW
direction on the margin of the North China Craton (NCC), and the NCC is the largest
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enriched area of crystalline graphite deposit in China. At present, 52 million tons of
crystalline graphite has been identified in the exploration areas of the Xinrong mine belt [36].
In this area, the Middle Archaean Huangtuyao Formation of the Jining Group is the
ore-bearing stratum. The Huangtuyao Formation can be divided into two rock types
with the content of garnet: graphite-bearing gneiss and garnet-bearing gneiss. When the
content of garnet in the rock increases, the graphite content correspondingly decreases,
showing a gradual relationship. The mineral composition of the graphite-bearing gneiss
mainly includes plagioclase (35%–55%), quartz (5%–35%), biotite (5%–15%), and graphite
(1%–7%). The content of quartz varies greatly; when the content of graphite is high, the
content of quartz is low [37]. Moreover, the graphite-bearing gneiss contains a lot of
zircon, apatite, pyrite, and a very small amount of chlorite, diopside, and epidote. After
weathering on the surface, the rocks show uneven kaolinization, sericite and limonite,
which present as an earth brown and a light greyish yellow. The graphite-bearing gneiss is
a generally monoclinal structure, with an inclination of 272–340◦ and obliquity of 60–88◦.
The Cretaceous Zhumabao Formation is scattered throughout the region, and a few Middle
Jurassic Yungang Formation outcrops occur in the southern part of the region [38]. This
area additionally developed some steep diabase belts from the Luliang stage, which are
primarily oriented in the NW direction and contribute to the fracturing of the ore bodies
(Figure 1). The main mineral components of diabase include plagioclase and diopside, with
particle sizes of 0.5–1.5 mm. Diopside typically exhibits a hornblende reaction edge or has
been altered into hornblende and chlorite.
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3. Methods
3.1. Wavelet-Number (W-N) Method

Wavelet analysis is a multi-scale method which was developed during the 1980s, and
it has powerful locality and compression properties [8]. In general, the routine wavelet
transform uses the so-called pyramid algorithm to divide the signal into a scale coefficient
and a sequence of wavelet coefficients to show different frequency characteristics [39].
Another type of filtering method is to statistically determine classification thresholds by
the sparsity and compressibility of wavelets with the Gaussian Model [40]. Chen and
Cheng confirmed the wavelet coefficients matched a power–law distribution and offered
the statistical significance, and the heavy-tailed and sharply peaked results of the wavelet
coefficients in this distribution outperformed the generalized Gaussian distribution and
Gaussian mixture distribution [8]. Further, using the power–law distribution to establish
the W-N fractal model, this model has three steps: compute the coefficients of the signal,
process the thresholds of these coefficients, and inverse the filtered signal. Wavelet data
processing and inversion are performed by Matlab; for the wavelet transform, the wavelet
filter bank is used to calculate the wavelet coefficients of the given mother wavelet ψ(t) in
the translation and scaling processes. The mother wavelet ψ(x) and the wavelet coefficient
w(x) are followed with scaling factor a and shift parameters b [26]:

ψa,b(x) =
1√
2a

ψ

(
x− k2b

2a

)

wa,b(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(x) ψa,b

1√
2a

ψ

(
x− k2a

2a

)
dt

The power–law function of the wavelet coefficients is as follows:

N (W) = Cn W−αn

W is the wavelet coefficients, and N(W) is the cumulative number (or area) of wavelet
coefficients greater than a threshold value. Cn is a constant, and αn is the exponent
associated with the smallest singularity, and n represents the different underlying regimes
of self-similarity in the multifractal distribution of wavelet coefficients. The values of n are
1, 2, and 3, indicating anomaly, background, and noise, respectively [8,25–27]; each wavelet
coefficient distribution appears to follow distinct scaling distributions.

3.2. Induced Polarization (IP) Method

The induction polarization (IP) method is an important geophysical prospecting
method that is conducted by obtaining the resistivity magnitude of lithological properties
and acquiring polarization information (charge storage) simultaneously, effectively for
use in conductive minerals and oil reservoirs [41–44]. When an electrical current is stably
injected through the ground surface, part of that electrical power is stored in the medium. If
the current is cut off, the stored energy is dissipated [45]. The progress of voltage dissipation
is the phenomenon of IP and shows a typical relaxation with time [46]. The physical cause
of the voltage attenuation is related to the existence of clay minerals in the weathered
zones and the presence of conductive minerals in the rocks, and the current and the voltage
usually show different values in the phase lag [47]. The polarizability is used to measure
the difficulty of the electrode reaction in the process of charging and discharging [42].
Electrode polarization is especially significant in the graphite ore, as even low graphite
concentrations can produce an IP response due to the significant conductivity contrast
between the graphite mineral and the surrounding rocks [48]. Therefore, IP measurement
is considered an efficient way of delineating the graphite ores [49]. The IP measurement
has two modes: time domain and frequency domain. Time domain-induced polarization
(TDIP) uses two potential electrodes (M and N) to measure the voltage between electrodes
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(A and B) when the current is turned off, and this method is frequently used in field
studies [50]. However, frequency domain-induced polarization (FDIP) is mostly applied in
the laboratory setting, used to analyze different sites along the profiles where TDIP data
were collected [51]. Therefore, we used TDIP to investigate the abnormal nature of graphite
ore in this study.

Geophysical signatures are important for mineral prospecting. The physical properties
of rocks form the geophysical premise and the basis of anomaly interpretation [52]. A total
of 4 types of rock specimens (115 pieces in total) were collected from this area, and their
polarizability and resistivity were measured. The results of the physical parameters found
are listed in Table 1. Due to scale issues, the location of the samples and the point of TDIP
measurement are not shown on the map; only the measurement range is shown in Figure 1.
According to the data, the polarization values of all rocks except for graphite gneiss are
relatively low; the maximum value is less than 7, and the average value is approximately
2. The polarizability value of graphite gneiss is considerably larger than that of the other
rocks, indicating that the graphite anomaly can be perfectly expressed by the polarization.
The mean resistivity of graphite gneiss is obviously lower than that of other rocks; it verifies
that the graphite gneiss has stronger electrical conductivity than the surrounding rocks.

Table 1. Physical parameters of Xinrong area.

Name of Rock
Number of
Specimens

Induced Polarization (%) Electrical Resistivity(Ω·m)
Range Mean Range Mean

Mixed granite 35 0.93–4.24 2.05 12.4–884.2 546
Garnet gneiss 28 0.68–5.11 2.24 5.3–1085 186

Graphite gneiss 40 1.10–41.5 13.34 3.5–918 36.1
Diabase 12 0.49–6.92 3.62 15.5–671.2 282.2

3.3. Data Processing
3.3.1. IP Data Set

The graphite vein has stronger electrical conductivity than the surrounding rock in this
area; the IP method has an obvious effect on graphite deposits; high polarizability and low
resistivity can be used as important indicators in the exploration of graphite deposits [27].
We used the IP method to collect a total of 10,000 data points, including the polarizability
(ηS) and resistivity (ρS) of the samples, at a grid size of 100 × 20 m. The bearing of the
geophysical base line was 315◦, and the profiles were orthogonal to the ore bodies. The
bidirectional pulse power supply mode of the short conductor was adopted for the TDIP.
The current supplied was more than 1A, and the measurement period was 32 s. To improve
the working efficiency and increase the exploration depth, electrical prospecting with a
gradient array was carried out, and the maximum AB dipole distance was 1600 m, and the
receiving dipole distance was 40 m which provided a depth of exploration down to 600 m
in this area [53]. A standard interpretation of the measurements was adopted as follows:
when ηS ≤ 3%, the total mean square relative of polarizability was less than 0.21; when
ηS > 3%, the total mean square relative error of polarizability was less than 7%; and the
total mean square relative error of resistivity was less than 12% [54].

3.3.2. Wavelet Analysis

The polarizability and resistivity data measured by the IP method are used as analysis
signals for wavelet transform, and the results of wavelet transformation provide informa-
tion about the frequency pattern and signal structure of the analyzed data. Based on the
characteristics of various wavelets and wavelet scales, we chose the Sym wavelet with the
vanishing moments of 5–8 as the parent wavelet for the wavelet transform. The coefficients
of the signal were counted, and a logarithmic scatter plot was formed on different scales.
Based on the different underlying regimes of self-similarity in the multifractal distribution
of wavelet coefficients, each wavelet coefficient distribution appears to follow distinct
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scaling distributions. These distributions separate the wavelet coefficient into anomaly and
background, informing the determination of threshold values for inversion. Wavelet data
processing and inversion were performed by Matlab.

4. Results

Based on the steps of the W-N method, the polarizability and resistivity of the IP
method were transformed by the Sym wavelet, and the vanishing moments are from five to
eight. The results of the wavelet coefficients are shown on the W–N lg–lg plot (Figure 2); the
anomalies, background and noise are determined according to different fractal scales. From
this figure, the polarizability and resistivity have obvious noise after wavelet transforms;
however, the anomaly and background differentiation of the polarization are more obvious.
Therefore, we mainly study the polarizability characteristics, assisted by the resistivity
characteristics. The lg |W| noise values of the polarizability are concentrated between −3
and −2; Sym5 has the largest value, indicating that noise can be better removed. Using the
threshold in Figure 2, the components of background and anomalies are inversed to obtain
the contour map (Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. (a1) polarizability background of Sym5, (a2) polarizability anomalies of Sym5, (b1) polariz-
ability background of Sym6, (b2) polarizability anomalies of Sym6, (c1) polarizability background of
Sym6, and (c2) polarizability anomalies of Sym6.
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Figure 4. (a1) polarizability background of Sym8, (a2) polarizability anomalies of Sym8, (b1) resistiv-
ity background of Sym5, (b2) resistivity anomalies of Sym5, (c1) resistivity background of Sym8, and
(c2) resistivity anomalies of Sym8.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Background Mode

The background mode of the spectrum–area method, which is based on the Fourier
transform, can reflect the characteristics of geological units [55]. Wavelet transform inherits
and develops the localization of the Fourier transform and provides a “time-frequency”
window that can be changed to overcome the shortcomings [2–8]. This indicates that the
background of a wavelet transform can additionally reflect the geologic units. Because
the graphite-bearing gneiss in the Xinrong area belongs to the sedimentary–metamorphic
rock types [36], the graphite ore bodies are considered a unique stratum which is ideal
for testing the background mode of the W-N method. Four Sym wavelets with different
vanishing moments are used to compute as the mother wavelets, which are compact
support and symmetric orthogonal wavelets. Combined with the background mode of
different wavelet transforms and the ore bodies’ distribution on the region’s geology,
we conducted the favorable experiment of displaying ore bodies under different Sym
transformations of the polarizability by spatial analysis and obtained the overlap ratio
of the polarization anomalies and known ore bodies (Table 2). According to those data,
except for Sym8, the anomalies range of the other wavelets’ background mode overlapped
with ore bodies more than 85%, and the best effect of Sym5 was 87.25%, suggesting that
the range of high values on the polarizability background mode of the Sym transform
was basically consistent with that of two known main ore bodies. With the increase of
vanishing moments, the low outlier shows a trend of increasing, whereas the high outlier
shows a trend of decreasing. This result indicates a change in the range and continuity of
the predicted ore body. Because the diabase destroys the ore bodies, and its polarization
rate is low, according to the comparative analysis of the diabase occurrence and anomaly
map, the polarizability background mode of Sym5 can well reflect the graphite-bearing
strata. The resistivity background overall shows low quality with several local high
anomalies. Although the cause of the resistivity anomaly cannot be determined, the range
of the graphite ore bodies represents low quality, providing the evidence to support the
speculation of polarization anomalies on graphite ore bodies. However, it can be found
from Figure 4 that the resistivity can only be used as an auxiliary means rather than as a
primary analysis target. Therefore, the Sym transformations of the polarizability can better
display the distribution characteristics of a graphite-bearing stratum to a certain extent;
however, Sym5 is the best choice of mother wavelet for the polarizability and resistivity
data in this region.

Table 2. Space analysis results of ore bodies and the polarizability background mode.

Wavelet
Type

Proportion of Ore Bodies to Abnormal Area (%)
BackgroundAnomalies

Low Middle High Sum

Sym5 22.74 37.68 26.83 87.25 12.75
Sym6 22.89 36.82 26.56 86.27 13.73
Sym7 25.55 36.28 25.12 86.95 13.05
Sym8 24.46 37.1 22.81 84.37 15.63

In order to further excavate the information of the Sym transformation, we placed
the ore bodies and diabase on the polarizability background mode of Sym5 (Figure 5).
Diabase has the characteristics of low polarizability and rubs the ore bodies; this feature is
significantly reflected in the polarization background mode. Where there is diabase, the
polarizability is low, and the continuity of ore bodies is destroyed. Based on the above
researches, we predicted the graphite’s potential area and delineated the metallogenic
target. The potential area presents a zonal distribution with high outliers, which may be
the extension of the ore bodies in the north, and its western part exhibits a northward trend,
possibly disturbed by the presence of the diabase.
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5.2. Anomaly Mode

In this research, the resistivity anomalies of wavelet transform have no relevance to ore
bodies and will not be discussed here. The polarizability anomalies maps of four wavelet
transforms are not significantly different, and the anomalies showed two different linear
forms: the majority of anomalous positions are found distributed along the measuring
line direction of the IP method, showing local anomalies of different points on the line;
other abnormal orientations are distributed along the strike of the ore bodies. In order
to determine the meaning of the anomalies in the anomaly mode, we selected a profile
for analysis on the anomalies map of the Sym5 transform, where there were two kinds of
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high anomalies (Figure 2a). The details of Profile No. 3 are shown in Figure 6; we found
that the high values in the anomaly mode were consistent with the actual ore bodies. For
example, the grades of ore bodies in ZK302 and QZ306 corresponded to the high values of
the abnormal mode; the ore bodies’ grades were 4.30 and 3.18, respectively. Additionally, it
should be noted that less ore has been found in the other holes between ZK302 and QZ306,
the area of which corresponds to the low values of the anomaly mode. The value of the
abnormal mode is closely related to the content of graphite in the strata, indicating that the
high value corresponds to the high grade of graphite ore bodies. Because there are many
geological attributes that can affect the polarizability, we believed that the high values of the
anomaly model could reflect the enrichment of graphite in a way; this suggested that high
values could be used to delineate a target area where the graphite is enriched. Therefore,
the anomaly mode can be used to judge the favorable area for mineralization in the graphite
ore. Combined with the above conclusion and the prediction area of the polarizability
background, we inferred the position of higher-grade ore bodies as the primary (key)
exploration area on Figure 5.
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6. Conclusions

In this research, we introduced the wavelet transform method to analyze the polariz-
ability and resistivity data of the IP method and used the multifractal method to determine
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the threshold of wavelet coefficients. Four Sym wavelets with different vanishing moments
were used as the mother wavelets in the computation; we found that the range of high
values on the polarizability background mode of all the Sym transforms were basically
consistent with that of two known main ore bodies, and the resistivity background mode as
auxiliary information verified this conclusion. Combined with the regional geology, Sym5
is considered to be the best choice of mother wavelet for depicting the morphology of the
graphite-bearing formation in this region.

The polarizability anomalies of wavelet transform showed two different linear forms:
the direction of the measuring line of the IP method and the strike of the ore bodies. The
high values of the measuring line showed the local anomalies of different points, whereas
the high values of the ore bodies strike indicated the distribution of ore bodies. After
analyzing a selected profile where two anomalies were significant, we inferred that the
high values of the anomaly mode can reflect the enrichment of graphite and thus be used
to delineate a target area enriched with graphite.

By using the polarizability background mode, we could confirm the range of ore-
bearing strata and the potential area; by using the polarizability anomaly mode, we could
judge the enrichment of graphite. Combining the application of both modes, we demon-
strated that the W-N method can quantitatively predict and effectively select a potential
area with a high grade for future exploration. The approach used in the current study
can be extended to other graphite deposits or sedimentary–metamorphic deposits with
conductive minerals in prospecting which have geochemical and geophysical data.
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